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Introduction
34FF and yes... they are real! This is the home of internet sensation Kelly Madison. Kelly says she is not
an adult starlet, she is a regular girl... apparently she is unaware that regular girls do not have 34FF tits
and an appetite for sex to match!

Adult Review
If you are not into the prefabricated mainline productions of huge companies like Playboy, Hustler and Vivid... and prefer
instead to have a look in on the best of the amateur set, then KellyMadison is one site for sore eyes.
  
  Kelly has a great solo site where she hosts videos, pictures, stories and behind the scenes coverage of her career as an
aspiring smut starlet. This site offers all the content you would normally find at a high profile site but it comes with the
personal touch that you'll only find on a site that bears the name of its owner.
  
  Along with Kelly's own clips and pics, the site offers lots of content from some of her friends and playmates as well. There
are bunches of hot girls with oversized knockers waiting to show you all that they have to offer. Even better, plenty of the
shoots have Kelly performing side by side (or under and over) with some of the best breasts on the net!
  
  Have a look at the tour on her site, some sites may have bigger budgets or fancier lighting... but none of them try as hard as
a regular girl with irregularly beautiful breasts like Kelly.

Porn Summary
Kelly is the kind of girl that belongs on the back of your Harley with the wind in her hair and her arms around you as you
burn off into the sunset.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A solo girl site backed by a rack of all natural 34FF breasts!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 92 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 83
Support: 81 Unique: 79    Taste: 75        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Blondes, Lesbian, SexToys, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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